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Our Background

Combined 40+ years of experience in business and industry

Trainer and HR manager for Exelon, a fortune 200 company

Small Business Owners

Work with health care consulting firm - Securities Licenses held

Adjunct Community College Faculty

Adjunct Graduate School Faculty

Combined 30+ years in K-12 education



Typical Industrial Hiring Process
(STEM Employment)

!Complete an application and submit a resume

Complete background checks ( job gaps, validate past employment, felonies, misdemeanors, 
education validation etc.

Hiring Managers select candidate(s) (rated each question 1-5)

Behavior based Interview with multiple hiring managers (Soft and Hard Skills Evaluation)

Complete aptitude exam (Go/No Go)
Screening phone interview (HR) with aptitude exam invite (Go/No Go) - This may be skipped

Fitness for duty exam (Alcohol/drug screen)

Job offer extended (HR) with contingencies

Negotiate start date



What Does STEM mean to the 
professional world?

NOTHING!
Actually, the most common response would 

probably be part of a flower!

They Just Want Employees With Technical 
Competencies





http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9224823/Science_and_engineering_workforce_has_stalled_in_U.S._report_says

As a percentage of the total labor force, S&E workers accounted for 4.9% of the workforce in 2010, a 
slight decline from the three previous years when these workers accounted for 5% of the workforce.

That percentage has been essentially flat for the past decade. In 2000, it stood at 5.3%.

Science-and-engineering workforce as a percent of U.S. workforce. (Chart by Population Reference Bureau.)

Scientists and Engineers are an important, but small percentage of the 
workforce (including the STEM workforce)



The Majority of STEM Jobs

Overall,(BLS(estimates(that(nearly(half((45%)(of(all(
job(openings(in(the(next(ten(years((21(million(
openings)(will(require(middle(level(skill.((STEM(
technicians(that(are(high(skill,(high(wage(and(high(
demand(in(the(workforce)(

•!Many(potential(STEM(technicians(may$be$in$the$
middle$quartiles$of$math$and$science$
achievement.((These(students(are(interested(in(
math(and(science((applied)(and(are(“hands(on”(or(
“contextual/applied”(learners.

“Career Pathways for STEM Technicians” - Dan Hull



STEM definition and application in Industry

Educa&onal*“Overview”

(STEM)Trans9disciplinary*approach*to*educa&on*(mul&9faceted*whole)

(STEM)New*sphere*of*understanding*that*ensure*the*integra&on*of*disciplines

999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999

*********Industry*Reali&es

Industry*pays*for*SKILLS

Industry*is*no*longer*willing*to*allocate*funds*to*train*workers*from*ground*zero

Industry*uses*validated*“ap&tude*exams”*to*ensure*applicants*have*basic*skill*sets*needed*for*

industrial*applica&ons

Industry*uses*“behavior*based*interview*ques&ons”*to*ensure*applicant*has*the*necessary*soK*skills/technical*skills*for*industrial*

applica&ons

Industry*assumes*past*behavior*is*representa&ve*of*future*behavior*(behavior*based??)

Industry*Expecta&ons*for*Employees*:**on*&me,*fit*for*duty,*ready*to*learn,*value*added,*drive*business*to*profitability

Let’s Be Smart about STEM



Gold Collar Jobs/Today’s Focus
Types*of*Jobs*($35K*to*$100K)*needing*these*skills*in*these*Industries*are*as*follows:

•! Instrument)and)Control)Technicians

•! Manufacturing)Technicians

•! Electrical)Maintenance

•! Mechanical)Maintenance

•! Radia8on)Protec8on)Technicians

•! Chemistry)Technicians

•! Operators/Opera8ng)Engineers

•! Engineering)Technicians

•! Pipefi?ers/Plumbers

•! Carpenters/Construc8on)Maintenance

•! Boilermakers/Welders

Number of these jobs
requiring more than 

an Associates

That’s Zero
0

Most of these don’t require an Associates but
do require industry training.



These Jobs In 4 Industries

Utilities (Nuclear, Coal, Gas, Renewables, etc...)

Trades (All Skilled Trades)

Manufacturing (Across the Spectrum)

Process Plants (Chemical, Oil, Gas, etc...)



Jobs Like These



But did you catch one very notable benefit?

They will pay for you to go to school and they
are not alone.  We will give another example in a while.

Do our counselors tell students there are employers out there 
that will do this?  Do our counselors know?



http://www.iseek.org/careers/stemskills.html

•! Analytical skills to research a topic, develop a project plan and timeline, 
and draw conclusions from research results.

•! Science skills to break down a complex scientific system into smaller parts, 
recognize cause and effect relationships, and defend opinions using facts.

•! Mathematic skills for calculations and measurements.

•! Attention to detail to follow a standard blueprint, record data accurately, or 
write instructions.

•! Technical skills to troubleshoot the source of a problem, repair a machine 
or debug an operating system, and computer capabilities to stay current on 
appropriate software and equipment. 

Employers want workers who are able to reason and solve 
problems using some math, science, or technology knowledge. 
Key STEM skills include:



Boom Goes The Economy?!?

STEM Jobs!
Energy
Utilities

Manufacturing
According to a 

PricewaterhouseCoopers study,
high rates of shale gas

recovery could result in a million
new U.S. manufacturing jobs

by 2025.



More From The Pricewaterhouse Cooper report..

By The Way, Reading this chart is PARCC Friendly and consistent 
with industry exams



And one more - Natural Gas Powered Vehicles are coming 
in a big way.



STEM Jobs are Plentiful and very well 
paying.
Most (the overwhelming majority) 
require an Associates Degree or less.
Yet employers struggle to find good 
candidates..........



Close the Skills Gap! Take Action Now!

• 82% of manufacturers report a moderate or serious shortage 
in skilled production workers.

• 75% of manufacturers say the skill shortage has negatively 
impacted their ability to expand.

• 600,000 jobs in manufacturing are unfilled today because 
employers can’t find workers with the right skills.

But.....
From the National Association for Manufacturing web site -

And a Million more are coming back?!?!



Our Guiding Questions

If we are trying to prepare people for work in business 
and industry, why do we so seldom ask business and 
industry what they (our students) actually need to 
know?

Or worse, why do we ignore their answers?



We did ask industry

This presentation is the result of several employment 
screening exams from fortune 200 “STEM” 
employers, screening exams from smaller companies, 
review manuals for skilled trades positions, and the 
Work Keys review manual.

The majority of the jobs highlighted here pay from 
$35,000 to well in excess of $100,000.  Many of these 
jobs require only on the job training.  Others may 
require an Associates or Certificate program.



The Too Often Ignored Option

Ironically, many of the employers that 
require these types of skills will pay for 
their employees’ tuition costs in an effort 
to obtain an associates or bachelors 
degree.  But you have to get in the door!
Morton Industries tour Example



Part of the problem that recent college graduates may have in obtaining gainful 
employment may arise from the following, based on my own experience with hiring 
recent college graduates:
Inability to construct a grammatical sentence.
Inability to spell correctly.
Inability to write legibly.
Inability to do basic arithmetic. 
Lack of manners; inability to interact with others in a civilized manner.
Inability to communicate orally without resorting to pop-culture jargon.
Generally unintelligible speech.
Slovenly, unkempt appearance.
Disdainful attitude. Lazy. Unwilling to put forth effort.
Dishonest. Unabashed about stealing or falsifying hours. 
Undependable. May or may not show up for work. May or may not work the required 
hours. 



If a kid could come in without all of that baggage, 
he'd be head and shoulders above the rest. If I 

could find someone like that, they could pretty 
well name their own price, degree or no degree. 

You can teach people job skills.

You can't teach character, integrity 
and ambition.



Sometimes, it is the obvious answer

It is Actually This type of analytical thinking that 
our STEM jobs require - (Maybe not that answer)

There(are(300(students(in(the(10th(grade.
Mary(and(Mark(want(to(Pind(out(the(10th(grades(favorite(color.
Mary(asks(30(people.
Mark(asks(150(people.
Mark(says,(“My(conclusions(are(more(likely(to(be(reliable(
than(Mary’s.”
Why(does(Mark(think(he(is(right?



Math, Science, or Both?

Source:  National Certified Medical Assistant Practice Exam - On-line at: 
http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=ncct-offical-practice-test-m

CC Standard 4.MD.1   Standard CC.5.MD1
CC Standard 5.MD.1

What Standard of “Rigor” for Math?

Math Practices Standard CCK-12.MP.6
Attend to Precision - This is tremendously important to INDUSTRY

That’s 4th/5th Grade - Measurement and Data!

LA = CC.11-12.L.6 Vocabulary Acquisition and Use Tier 3 Word



What would industry do with this guy?

From the Book: F In Exams by Richard Benson

He might just the guy they are looking for!



Operations Practice Test Question 
from a Fortune 200 Company

Where, if anywhere, do we find this in our schools?

K-12.MP.4 - Model with Math - Usually Associated with things Beyond College Ready
Honestly you would be hard pressed to find a Math “Content” Standard which looks at this

ELA CC.11-12.R.ST.7  (Reading in Science and Tech)



Logistics Exam Questions 

Source - Fortune 200 Companies Logistical Practice Examination

There is No Common Core Math Standard 
related to Spatial Relationships!

It might be CC9-12.G.MG.3 or .1

It is definitely CC.K-12.MP.4



Logistics Exam Questions 

Source - Fortune 200 Companies Logistical Practice Examination

CC K-12.MP.4

CC ELA 4.R.I.7

Math Practice but no grade level standard



Source - Fortune 200 Companies Logistical Practice Examination

Multi-step problem, but it is much higher ELA
than it is Math.  The math comes down to 

22-17  CC2.OA.1  (and it is only second grade because the number is over 20)


